Guillermo Kuitca

Argentine painter Guillermo Kuitca, born
in 1961 in Buenos Aires, is widely
considered one of the most important
contemporary artists in South America.
Architecture,
theater,
music
and
cartography play a central role in his work,
where maps and blueprints are condensed
into a world of poetic and territorial
fantasies, and reality and fiction overlap.
Whether depicting an Acoustic Mass at the
Old Vic or a constellation map of Heaven,
in each painting or drawing collected here,
Kuitca measures the world anew, shedding
light on complex spatial contexts and
intertwined
social
processes.
This
beautifully designed volume, the first
monograph devoted to the artist, features a
padded cover, black-on-black endpapers,
tab separated sections and paper changes.
An insightful interview by Hans-Michael
Herzog leads into three distinct plate
sections, followed by a biography and a
bibliography.
Guillermo
Kuitca
is
represented in the United States by Sperone
Westwater gallery in New York and L.A.
Louver in Los Angeles.

- 3 min - Uploaded by VernissageTVIn this video, we revisit Argentinian artist Guillermo Kuitcas 2006 exhibition Das
Lied von der For the past two years, Argentinean artist Guillermo Kuitca has created an extensive body of large-scale
paintings and meticulously detailed graphite works,Guillermo Kuitca: Zurich, 2002. None 21 x 29.5 cm. About. (b.
1961, Buenos Aires, Argentina). Related. All works. Guillermo Kuitca: Texas Road Map, 2002.Guillermo Kuitca (born
1961 in Buenos Aires) is an Argentine artist, who continues to work and live in Buenos Aires. Kuitcas work has been
shown extensively The Argentine-born Guillermo Kuitca also makes art for and about opera, but he could never be
accused of upstaging the singers: he peers outGuillermo Kuitca. Organized by the Museum of Modern Art, New York,
essay by Lynn Zelevansky. Author. Kuitca, Guillermo, 1961-. Date. 1992. Publisher.Guillermo Kuitca is a contemporary
Argentine artist best known for his paintings of geographical maps and architectural plans. View Guillermo Kuitcas
290BUENOS AIRES Retour en image sur le recital de poesie de Patti Smith avec lartiste Guillermo Kuitca et Alberto
Manguel, ecrivain et directeur de laGuillermo Kuitca (* 1961 in Buenos Aires) ist ein argentinischer Kunstler. Er lebt
und arbeitet noch in der argentinischen Hauptstadt.The 81 drawings in the Daros Latinamerica Collection are a perfect
corpus for outlining drama as the constant and central theme of Guillermo Kuitcas work,Guillermo Kuitca pintor nacido
en Buenos Aires, Argentina, en el 1961. Es una relevante figura en la historia del arte latinoamericano. Conocido por sus
mapasGuillermo Kuitcas installation Untitled has the character of a stage set. On the twenty child-sized beds that make
up the installation, Kuitca has painted road Argentinian artist Guillermo Kuitca had his first exhibition at the Lirolay
Gallery in Buenos Aires when he was only 13 years old. His worksFind the latest shows, biography, and artworks for
sale by Guillermo Kuitca. Descended from immigrants and raised during the brutal period of military dictat
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